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ABSTRACT The deformation of the heart tissue due to the contraction can modulate the excitation, a phenomenon referred to
as mechanoelectrical feedback (MEF), via stretch-activated channels. The effects of MEF on the electrophysiology at high pac-
ing rates are shown to be proarrhythmic in general. However, more studies need to be done to elucidate the underlying mech-
anism. In this work, we investigate the effects of MEF on cardiac alternans, which is an alternation in the width of the action
potential that typically occurs when the heart is paced at high rates, using a biophysically detailed electromechanical model
of cardiac tissue. We observe that the transition from spatially concordant alternans to spatially discordant alternans, which
is more arrhythmogenic than concordant alternans, may occur in the presence of MEF and when its strength is sufficiently large.
We show that this transition is due to the increase of the dispersion of conduction velocity. In addition, our results also show that
the MEF effects, depending on the stretch-activated channels’ conductances and reversal potentials, can result in blocking ac-
tion potential propagation.
SIGNIFICANCE Contraction of the heart muscle affects excitation via stretch-activated channels, a process known as
mechanoelectrical feedback (MEF). Previous studies have shown that MEF may play a role in arrhythmogenesis during
fast heart rates. However, the underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated. This study investigates the effects of MEF
on electrophysiology during alternans, which is a disturbance in heart rhythm occurring typically at fast rates. We show that
stretch can increase the dispersion of conduction velocity, which can induce transition from spatially concordant alternans
to spatially discordant alternans, and transition from discordant alternans to conduction failure depending on the stretch-
activated channels’ conductances and reversal potentials. Our results provide new insights, to our knowledge, into the role
of MEF in arrhythmogenesis during alternans.
INTRODUCTION

Irregular excitation waves in the heart may result in cardiac
arrhythmias. Ventricular fibrillation (VF) (1,2), which is the
most dangerous form of arrhythmias, causes the contraction
of the ventricles to become rapid and uncoordinated. It can
lead to sudden cardiac death if not treated within minutes.
VF is recognized as one of the major causes of death in
the industrialized world. Cardiac alternans is characterized
by periodic alternations in the action potential (AP) duration
(APD) and is believed to precede VF. It can be clinically de-
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tected as T-wave alternans using an electrocardiogram and
is associated with increased risk of cardiac arrhythmogene-
sis in many cardiac diseases (3,4).

In a single cell, the APD alternans can be induced by pac-
ing at a sufficiently low basic cycle length (BCL). The gen-
esis of alternans can be described based on APD restitution
(5,6). This relation relates the current excited APD with the
previous diastolic interval (DI), which is the time between
the end of the previous excitation and the current one. The
transition from a normal heartbeat to APD alternans occurs
when the slope of the APD restitution curve is greater than
1. In cardiac tissue, APD alternans can be spatially concor-
dant (SCA), during which alternation of APD is in phase
(whole tissue exhibits the same APD alternation), or discor-
dant (SDA), during which the alternation of APD in
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different regions is out of phase. These discordant regions
are separated by a nodal line in which no alternans is pre-
sent. SDA is considered to be very arrhythmogenic (7,8)
because it increases the dispersion of repolarization that
can result in blocking AP propagation and initiate reentrant
waves. A number of mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the production of SDA (see (8–10)). For instance,
it has been found that SDA can be formed in tissue when
pacing at a sufficiently high rate so that conduction velocity
(CV) restitution, i.e., dependency of the speed of the wave-
front on the preceding DI, is engaged (9). Also, several dy-
namic factors such as cardiac memory and calcium cycling
dynamics were found to be responsible for the transition
from SCA to SDA (see a brief review given in (11)).

It has been shown that cardiac deformation, on the other
hand, affects the process of wave propagation via stretch-
activated channels (SACs) (12–15). This mechanism is
known as mechanoelectrical feedback (MEF). The applica-
tion of mechanical stretch relative to the different phases of
AP can produce different responses depending on the timing
and the SACs’ conductances and reversal potentials (16–
23). Many studies have linked increased mechanical stretch
with cardiac arrhythmias (24–30). However, these mecha-
nisms of stretch-induced rhythm disturbances are still not
completely understood. Some studies have found that me-
chanically induced spiral wave breakup, which is a possible
mechanism of the VF, may occur as a result of stretch-
induced changes in CV (30,31) that can lead to conduction
block (CB). Observations on the effects of myocardial
stretch on CV have varied widely with respect to cell types,
species, experimental preparation, measurement techniques,
and mechanical conditions (32). In (33), for instance, the
CV in canine Purkinje fiber is initially increased when
stretch is increased and then decreased. This has been found
not to be the case for the CV in cat trabeculae. The mechan-
ical effects on alternans have been studied from a control
point of view in (34–37). In our recent work (38), we
showed that the MEF effects on the onset of alternans are
antiarrhythmic. It has been demonstrated that the critical
BCL (BCLcrit), which corresponds to the onset of alternans
when MEF is not present, can be shifted to lower values in
the presence of MEF. However, only a certain range of
BCLs, which are closed to the BCLcrit, were considered.
As well, a restriction was put on the conductance value of
the SACs so that the effects of MEF on the CV can be
ignored.

Although studies have shown the effects of stretch on CV
and APD restitution properties, a comprehensive study to
examine the effects of MEF via SACs with different conduc-
tances and reversal potentials on cardiac alternans has not
been undertaken, which is the main goal of this article. In
this work, we study the effects of MEF on cardiac alternans
for different values of reversal potentials and conductances
of the SACs using a one-dimensional (1D) realistic electro-
mechanical model of the heart. The underlying mechanisms
110 Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021
of the effects of mechanical stretch on the CV and APD
properties are described. We find that the increase of the
strength of the stretch-activated current (Isac), which is the
direct physiological influence of MEF, can increase the
spatial dispersion of CV. We show that the increased Isac
can increase the spatial repolarization at high pacing rates
and discuss the underlying mechanisms. In particular, we
explain the role of the increased Isac in the transition from
SCA to SDA, and in facilitating CB for some values of
the SACs’ reversal potentials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Electromechanical model of cardiac tissue

The effects of MEF on the dynamics of alternans are studied in this article

using a 1D biophysically detailed electromechanical model of cardiac tis-

sue. Mathematically, cardiac excitation and mechanics are described by

coupled reaction-diffusion-mechanics system (see (38) for more details).

The equations that govern this system can be written as follows:
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Isac ¼ Gsðlmax � 1Þ ðV �EsÞ: (7)

Equations 1 and 2 describe the electrophysiology model, where V is the

membrane voltage, Cm is the membrane capacitance, D is the diffusion co-

efficient, X is a material coordinate, and F is the deformation gradient and is

given in Eq. 6. The functions Iionðu;VÞ, fðu;VÞ, and vector u are given by

Fox et al. model (39), which is an ionic cell model of the canine ventricular

myocyte, and Istim is the electrical stimulus. l is the extension ratio (stretch)

and Isac are given by Eqs. 6 and 7, respectively. The excitation-contraction

coupling are described by Eqs. 3 and 4, where Ta is the active tension, and
the functions g and h and vector w are given by the Niederer-Hunter-Smith

(NHS) model (40) (see Supporting Material in (38) for a precise form of w,

g, and h). ½Ca2þ�i is generated by the Fox model. The governing equations

for the cardiac mechanics are given by Eq. 5, where udðXÞ is the displace-
ment variable and c1 and c2 are the Mooney-Rivlin material (36–38,41)
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constants. Finally, lmax is the maximal stretch constant and is given in Eq. 7,

and Gs and Es are the maximal conductance and the reversal potential,

respectively, of the SACs.

In this work, the value of Gs is in the range from 0 mS=mF to 100 mS=mF,

and the value of Es is in the range from �90 to 0 mV (see (38)). The Isac is
only present during stretch (i.e., Isac ¼ 0 when l%1). Equations 1 and 2 are

supplemented by no-flux boundary conditions, and Eq. 5. is supplemented

with zero displacement boundary conditions modeling an isometric

contraction regime. The isometric boundary setting, which was often

used in previous cardiac studies (27,29), is used in this study to mimic iso-

volumic phases in the cardiac cycle. The parameters used in Eqs. 1, 5, and 7

are given in Table 1.

The objective of the article is to study the influence of MEF on the dy-

namics of alternans using system of Eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, denoted

here by FOXNHS model. Therefore, this system is solved numerically,

and a 7-cm cable of cardiac cells, with both ends fixed, is considered in

all simulations. The cable is paced at the boundary or in the middle with

different BCLs, and with and without the presence of MEF. All the details

about the numerical schemes can be found in (38). The step sizeDx ¼ 0:025

cm and step time Dt ¼ 0:01 ms were used in all simulations. Istim is applied

as square wave pulses with a magnitude of 80 mA=mF and a duration of

1 ms. Unless otherwise stated, in the presence of MEF, we use values of

Gs ¼ 30 mS=mF and Es ¼ �10 mVand vary these parameters to investigate

their effects on the alternans. In this work, the amplitude of the alternans is

also plotted and is given by

anðzÞ ¼ ½APDnðzÞ�APDn�1ðzÞ�ð�1Þn; (8)

where n and z represent the beat number and space, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effects of MEF on the APD and CV restitution proper-
ties and their role in the transition from SCA to SDA, SDA,
and on CB are described in the following four subsections.
Effects of MEF on the APD and CV restitution
properties

The FOXNHS model, Eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, is first used
to study the effects of MEF on APD and CV restitution
curves. The APD and CV restitution curves for different
values of Gs (Fig. 1) were determined using a dynamic pac-
ing protocol (42). The left panel of Fig. 1 illustrates the APD
restitutions obtained by plotting the values of APD,
measured at 90% repolarization, against the preceding
values of DI for the cell in the middle of the cable using
the pacing protocol described in the caption. As can be
seen in this figure, MEF changes the APD restitution curve
when BCL is greater than 210 ms, which corresponds to a
TABLE 1 Parameter Values Used for the Simulations of the

FOXNHS Model

Description Parameter Value

Membrane capacitance Cm 1 mFcm�2

Diffusion D 0:001cm2ms�1

Mooney-Rivlin constant c1 0.05 MPa

Mooney-Rivlin constant c2 0.025 MPa

Maximal stretch lmax 1.1
DI close to 60 ms. APD is increasing continuously for a
longer BCL; however, after BCL ¼ 210 ms the increase is
higher for a larger value of Gs. On the other hand, and for
the same values of BCL and Gs, APD decreases when
jEs j is increased, and no effect of MEF on the APD restitu-
tion (results not shown) is observed for jEs j > ¼ 20 mV.
Note that the effect of MEF on the APD restitution depends
on the cell’s position within the 1D tissue because the
stretching is not uniform along the cable (see (38)). The
CV restitutions (right of Fig. 1) was constructed by plotting
the CV, calculated as the wave propagates from the cell
located at 0.5 cm to the cell located at 1 cm from the pacing
site (PS), versus the preceding DI. The positions of the cells
were selected to avoid boundary effects (43,44). As one can
see, CV is monotonically increasing with DI for Gs < 20
mS=mF, but it exhibits a biphasic shape when Gs is greater
than 20 mS=mF, increasing with BCL till BCL ¼ 300 ms,
which corresponds to DI close to 80 ms, then decreasing
afterwards.

Because the stretch distribution is not uniform along the
cable and it varies with BCL (38), the CV depends on the po-
sition of the two points in the 1D cable where it is measured.
Therefore, we calculated the CV along the cable with and
without the presence of MEF for the case when BCL ¼
300 ms. To this end, we divided the cable, between the posi-
tions X ¼ 0.25 cm and X ¼ 6.75 cm, into 13 segments of
equal sizes, then we computed CV between the endpoints
of each segment. The measured CV is plotted versus the
midpoint of each segment (to the left of Fig. 2). As one
can see, the change on diffusivity due to stretch when only
stretch-dependent conduction is present (MEF is on, set
l ¼ 1 in Isac), when comparing with the situation in which
MEF is off, is decreasing the velocity of propagation of the
wave along the cable. However, when only Isac is present
(MEF is on, set l¼ 1 in diffusivity), the velocity of propaga-
tion of the wave is increased along the cable. It should be
noted that although the increase is not monotonic: there is
a minimum around X ¼ 1.5 cm. When MEF is on, the veloc-
ity along the cable is increasing because the increase on CV
due to Isac is greater than the decrease on CV because of
stretch-dependent conduction. Fig. 2 (right) illustrates the ef-
fect of the strength of the Isac on CV, for different values of
Gs. As can be seen in this figure, CV is decreased, when
comparing with the situation in which MEF is off, when
Gs < 20 mS=mF and increased when Gs > ¼ 20 mS=mF.

To describe the effects of stretch-dependent conduction
(when MEF is on and l ¼ 1 in Isac) and Isac (when MEF
is on and l ¼ 1 in diffusivity) on CV, we plotted V, Isac,
Dm ¼ D=F2 ¼ D=l2, and l simultaneously at steady state
for BCL ¼ 300 ms. The result is presented in Fig. 3 for
two cells located at different positions. One is located at
1 cm from PS (to the left of Fig. 3) and the other one located
at 6 cm from PS (to the right of Fig. 3). First, the effects of
DmðlÞ on CV without the presence of Isac is presented in
Fig. 3. As can be seen in this figure, l, at depolarization
Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021 111



FIGURE 1 (Left) Dynamic restitution curves plot-

ting APD against the preceding DI for the middle

cell for different values of Gs. For each chosen value

ofGs, given in the legend, a 7-cm cable was paced at

the middle at an initial BCL of 600 ms for a period

of 300 beats. BCL was then reduced by 100 ms and

cable was paced for a further 300 beats. This process

was repeated but each time BCL, is reduced by

100 ms if it is greater than 300 ms, by 10 ms if it

is greater than 250 ms, and by 1 ms if it is greater

than 190 ms. APD were plotted versus the preceding

DI for seven values of BCL (190, 200, 210, 240, 300,

400, and 600 ms). (Right) The CV restitution curves

for different values of Gs were determined by plot-

ting CV against the preceding DI. To this end, for

each value of Gs, the 1D cable was paced at the

boundary using a similar pacing protocol, and the

CV was measured at steady state for each BCL as

the distance between two points, positioned at 0.5

and 1 cm from the PS, divided by the front arrival

times between these points. To see this figure in co-

lor, go online.
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phase of the AP, is stretching ðl > 1Þ), which gives us
DmðlÞ<D; this causes a decrease in the velocity of the
wave, and this can also be seen at the left of Fig. 2 (green
dashed lines) at X ¼ 1 cm and X ¼ 6 cm. On the other
hand, the stretching of cell 2 at the depolarization phase
of the AP is higher than the stretching of cell 1. Therefore,
the decrease in the velocity of the wave at cell 2 (right of
Fig. 3; blue dashed lines) is higher than the decrease in
the velocity of the wave at cell 1 (to the left of Fig. 3;
blue dashed lines). We also need to take into account the
decrease of the CV that occurred when the wave propagated
from the PS to cell 2.
112 Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021
Fig. 3 illustrates the effects on CV when only Isac is pre-
sent, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. The Isac increases
the CV (this can also be seen at X¼ 1 cm at the left of Fig. 2
(blue dashed lines)) because at the resting potential and just
before the depolarization, the Isac, which is an inward cur-
rent, slightly increases the resting potential, and this leads
to a stronger depolarization effect, causing a preexcitation
and an increase of the CV, which corresponds to X ¼
6 cm (to the left of Fig. 2; blue dashed lines). Note that
the increase in CV as shown in Fig. 3 (to the right; red
dashed-dotted lines) that causes an increase in APD is not
only due to Isac of the cell 2, but we need also to account
FIGURE 2 CV vs X (distance) along a 7-cm ca-

ble, calculated for a BCL of 300 ms under four situ-

ations of MEF (left) and for different values of Gs

(right). To see this figure in color, go online.



FIGURE 3 Time evolution of V (top), Isac (mid-

dle), Dm (middle), and l (bottom) for the cells posi-

tioned 1 cm (left) and 6 cm (right) from the PS, when

MEF is off (black solid lines) and when MEF is on,

and F¼ 1 in the stretch-dependent conduction in Eq.

1. (red dashed-dotted lines), and for Gs ¼
50 mS=mF, and when MEF is on, and l ¼ 1 in Isac
(Eq. 7) (blue dashed lines) when a 7-cm cable is

paced at the boundary with BCL ¼ 400 ms and

decreased gradually to BCL ¼ 300 ms, and then

paced periodically with BCL ¼ 300 ms until a

steady state is reached. To see this figure in color,

go online.
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for the increase of the CV that occurred when the wave
propagates along the cable from the PS to cell 2. At late
repolarization, the Isac, which herein is also an inward cur-
rent, produces a depolarizing effect, slightly delaying the
repolarization process. The strength of Isac for the cell 2
(to the right of Fig. 3; red dashed-dotted line) is larger
than the one of the cell 1 (to the left of Fig. 3; red dashed-
dotted line), and therefore, the depolarizing effect of the
Isac on the AP of the cell 2 is stronger than the depolarizing
effect of the Isac on the AP of the cell 1. At the late repolar-
ization for the case of cell 2, Isac is null because l is contract-
ing ðl < 1Þ, and therefore, the Isac has no effect on the AP.

It has been shown in (45,46) as well that an increase in the
resting membrane potential has the effect of decreasing the
rate of depolarization because of the inactivation of the so-
dium channels, a process known as accommodation phe-
nomenon that can result in the decrease of CV (30).
However, as shown at the right of Fig. 3, the resting potential
starts to increase slightly because of the increasing of the
strength of the depolarizing Isac �40 ms before the upstroke
of AP, causing an increase of the CV. Therefore, the accom-
modation effect is insignificant. Similar effects have also
been observed by Weise et al. (29) for dynamic stretch-con-
ditions and in (32) for moderate stretch, whereas others have
reported a decrease or no change (30,47,48).

For the sake of simplicity, the results in Fig. 3 have been
obtained by approximating the diffusion rates of the V (Eq.
1) by moving the term 1=F outside the derivative operator so
that the effects of deformation on the conductivity and the
corresponding diffusion coefficient D can be expressed by
DmðlÞ. This means that a change of the conductivity, due
to l, is assumed to be caused by a dependence on the new
diffusion variable Dm on the stretch ðDmðlÞÞ. This approxi-
mation is valid when the term vð1 =FÞ=vx is small, which is
true during alternans. Note that for the FOXNHS model, the
onset of alternans occurs at BCL ¼ 206 ms. However, there
is error associated with this approximation with BCL ¼
300 ms. Also, the effects of Isac on CV shown in Fig. 3
for two cells are studied for Gs ¼ 30 mS=mF. However,
increasing Gs, which increases the strength of Isac, has the
Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021 113
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effect of increasing CV along the cable (to the right of
Fig. 2). Therefore, Isac is the dominant factor over the diffu-
sion rates of the V in determining the CV, which may
contribute to the formation of an arrhythmic substrate as
will be shown in the following sections.
Role of MEF on the transition from SCA to SDA

To illustrate the effect of MEF on the SCA (when, for
instance, BCL ¼ 190 ms), two conditions were considered:
without and with the presence of MEF. Note that when MEF
is not present, the SCA can be induced when pacing at the
boundary at a BCL between 187 and 206 ms, and the
SDA occurs at a BCL between 178 and 186 ms. For the first
condition, a 7-cm cable of cardiac cells was paced at the
leftmost boundary, starting at BCL ¼ 400 ms and gradually
decreasing to BCL ¼ 190 ms until a steady state was
reached. The excited APs travel along the 1D cable in the
space-time domain (Fig. 4 a; space goes from the bottom
to the top and in time from the right to the left). As shown
in this figure, a large AP is being followed by a small one
showing SCA. However, in the presence of MEF (Gs is set
to 50 mS=mF) and when similar actions were performed,
the SDA rises (Fig. 4 b), where the tissue region close to
the PS, up to �2.6 cm and thus showing a pattern of
large-short for APDs, whereas the other region showing a
FIGURE 4 Spatiotemporal evolution of V when MEF is off (a), when

MEF is on (set Gs ¼ 50 mS=mF) (b), when MEF is on Isac (c), and when

MEF is on l (d) for several beats at steady state when a 7-cm cable is paced

at the boundary with BCL ¼ 190 ms (starting at BCL ¼ 400 ms and

decreased gradually to BCL ¼ 190 ms and then paced periodically with

BCL ¼ 190 ms until a steady state is reached). To see this figure in color,

go online.
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pattern of short-large. Fig. 4, c and d show the spatiotem-
poral of Isac and l respectively, under the second condition
(i.e., when MEF is present). One can conclude that MEF
has a role in converting the SCA into SDA.

To investigate the role of Isac in this conversion, l, Isac,
and V were plotted simultaneously in Fig. 5 for two cells,
namely cell 1 and cell 2, in the cable (cell 1 is located
2 cm from the PS, and cell 2 is located 6 cm from the
PS). As shown in this figure, an alternation in the APD in-
duces an alternation in l (large-small) and, consequently,
an alternation in Isac for the same cell in the cable. There-
fore, the depolarizing effect of the Isac on the AP is stronger
when l is large, and for the case of cell 1 (left of Fig. 5), the
increase in the CV for the long APD is greater than for the
short APD; however, for the case of cell 2 (right of Fig. 5),
the increase in the CV for the short APD is greater than for
the long APD. Note that although Isac has a slight depolariz-
ing effect on the late repolarization for the long APDs of
both cells, the dominant factor is its depolarizing effect at
the depolarization phase, and that an increase in the short
APD causes, according to the restitution relation, a decrease
in the long APD and vice versa. Because the distribution of l
is not uniform along the cable length (Fig. 4 d), the effects of
Isac (Fig. 4 c) on CVs were not equal for all cardiac cells
along the cable.

To illustrate the variation of APD with CV along the 1D
tissue, the CVs and APDs for two consecutive beats at
steady state were plotted simultaneously in Fig. 6. When
MEF is not present, an SCA is formed, which corresponds
to an oscillation of large and short APDs that are correlated
respectively with greater and smaller CVs. However, when
MEF is present, a transition from SCA to SDA is induced,
which is mainly due to the effect of Isac via its influence
on the CV. As shown in Fig. 6 (top), when the two dot-
dashed lines intersect at a point (called nodal point and is
located at �2.6 cm from the PS), the long and short APDs
become equal, and this marks the division of two out-of-
phase regions. Fig. 7 illustrates the effects of the strength
of Isac, which can be regulated by the value of Gs, on the po-
sition of the nodal point. Therefore, increased Isac may play
a role for facilitating the transition from SCA to SDA. With
varied levels of the increase in the strength of Isac, SDAwas
observed with the nodes, formed in the presence of MEF,
moved toward the PS in response to an increase in Gs, sug-
gesting susceptibility of the tissue to genesis of SDA.

Depending on the BCL applied, the strength of Isac that is
required to cause a transition from SCA to SDA varies (see
Fig. 8). As shown in this figure, one can observe that Gs de-
creases monotonically when BCL decreases from 204 to
187 ms for the transition from SCA to SDA to occur. How-
ever, for the cases (BCL ¼ 206 ms, GsR50 mS=mF) and
(BCL ¼ 205 ms, GsR55 mS=mF), no alternans occurred.
This was because when MEF is off, the janðzÞ j at these
BCLs were relatively small and for large values of Gs, the
strength of the Isac was large enough to suppress alternans.



FIGURE 5 Time evolution of V (bottom), Isac
(middle), and l (top) for the cells positioned 2 cm

(left) and 6 cm (right) from the PS for

Gs ¼ 0 mS=mF (MEF is off; black solid line) and

for Gs ¼ 50 mS=mF (MEF is on; red dashed-dotted

line) when a 7-cm cable is paced at the boundary

with BCL ¼ 400 ms and decreased gradually to

BCL ¼ 190 ms and then paced periodically with

BCL ¼ 190 ms until a steady state is reached. To

see this figure in color, go online.
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This is similar to what was observed for LR1NHS, in our
previous study (38), in which the Luo-Rudy phase one
model (49) was used to represent the electrical activity.
There, we showed that, for a certain range of BCLs close
to the alternans bifurcation, MEF has the effect of suppress-
ing alternans.
FIGURE 6 APDs (top) and CVs (bottom) vs X (distance) along a 7-cm

cable for the same two consecutive beats at steady state calculated for a

BCL of 190 ms and when MEF is off (black solid lines) and MEF is on

(red dashed-dotted lines). To see this figure in color, go online.
Role of MEF on SDA

Similar to what we did in the previous section, the effect of
MEF on the SCA is illustrated here when, for instance,
BCL ¼ 180 ms. The V, l, and Isac at steady state and under
the two conditions were plotted simultaneously in Fig. 9. As
FIGURE 7 Magnitude of the amplitude of alternans at steady state for

different values of Gs, when a 7-cm cable is paced at the boundary with

BCL ¼ 400 ms and decreased gradually to BCL ¼ 190 ms, and then paced

periodically with BCL ¼ 190 ms. APD at 90% repolarization was adopted

as a measure of APD. To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 8 Plot showing the different patterns of alternans that are

formed because of the Isac in the plane of Gs and BCL when a 7-cm cable

is paced at the boundary with BCL ¼ 400 ms and decreased gradually to a

BCL in the range of 187–206 ms until a steady state is reached. As shown,

the formed patterns are no alternans (black circles), concordant alternans

(blue squares), and discordant alternans (red triangles). To see this figure

in color, go online.

FIGURE 9 Spatiotemporal evolution of V when MEF is off (a), MEF is

on (b), MEF is on Isac (c), and whenMEF is on l (d) forGs ¼ 50 mS=mF and

for several beats at steady state when a 7-cm cable is paced at the boundary

with BCL ¼ 180 ms (starting at BCL ¼ 400 ms and decreased gradually to

BCL ¼ 180 ms). To see this figure in color, go online.
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shown in Fig. 9 b, the spatial dispersion of repolarization
was increased in the presence of MEF (Gs is set to
50 mS=mF) when compared to alternans repolarization
without the presence of MEF (Fig. 9 a). As shown in this
figure, the SDA has a nodal point formed at �2 cm from
the PS, where the alternation of APDs in the region of the
cable from the PS to this nodal point is manifested as a
long-short, whereas the alternation of the APDs in the re-
gion after this point is manifested as a short-long pattern.
One can also see that in the presence of MEF (Fig. 9 b),
the number of nodal points (two nodes were formed) was
increased where the second node was formed at �5.8 cm
from the PS. In Fig. 9 b, the APDs alternate as a pattern
of short-long in the region between the two nodes and as a
pattern of long-short in other regions (one from the PS up
to �2 cm and the other from �5.8 cm to the end of the
cable).

Fig. 10 illustrates the variation of APD with CV for two
consecutive beats at steady state. As shown in this figure,
the CV was increased globally, when compared with the
one without MEF, for both short and long APDs along the
cable up to �5.4 cm from the PS. Because of Isac, the CV
of large (small) APD is decreasing (increasing) in the cable
from the PS up to the first node located at �2 cm from the
PS. This node almost coincides with the one that is formed
116 Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021
when MEF is not present. The previously long (short) APD
becomes short (long) APD between the first and the second
node located at �5.8 cm from the PS. Between these nodes,
the CV of long (short) is increasing (decreasing) until
approximately the middle of the cable, then decreasing
(increasing) till the second node. The CV of the small
APD starts to increase significantly after the AP travels
5 cm from the PS. Consequently, the small APD starts to in-
crease significantly and causes the long APD to decrease ac-
cording to the restitution relation until the second node is
formed at �5.8 cm from the PS.

The strength of Isac, by varying the Gs, affects the forma-
tion of the nodes and their positions (Fig. 11). As shown in
this figure, for Gs ¼ 30 mS=mF, no additional nodes are
formed to the already existing node when MEF is not pre-
sent. However, for the values of Gs equal to 50 mS=mF or
70 mS=mF, a second node is formed closer to the other end
of the cable and moves more toward the PS when Gs is
greater. It has been shown in (10,50) that if a cable is paced
at one end with low BCL, then SDA nodes tend to form at
the other end of the cable and move toward the paced end
in response to a decrease in BCL. This suggested that an
increased Gs may facilitate the genesis of SDA. Although
the degree of APD oscillation is greater when MEF is
applied, the magnitude of the amplitude of alternans is
decreased. As shown in Fig. 11, the additional node is
formed at �5.8 cm from the PS. However, in Fig. 10, it is
shown that it is formed at �5.6 cm. This difference is due



FIGURE 10 APDs (top) and CVs (bottom) vs X (distance) along a 7-cm

cable, for the same two consecutive beats at steady state, calculated for a

BCL of 180 ms and when MEF is off (black solid lines) and MEF is on

(red dashed-dotted lines). To see this figure in color, go online.
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to the accumulation of errors accrued along all segments in
which the CVs were computed because the distance be-
tween the two points of a segment in which the CV was
computed is not small enough so that the local error remains
small.
FIGURE 11 Magnitude of the amplitude of alternans at steady state for

different values of Gs when a 7-cm cable is paced at the boundary with

BCL ¼ 400 ms and decreased gradually to BCL ¼ 180 ms and then paced

periodically with BCL ¼ 180 ms. APD at 90% repolarization was adopted

as a measure of APD. To see this figure in color, go online.
Role of MEF on CB

To investigate the role of MEF on the threshold of CB, we
performed the following steps. First, we determined the
CB threshold without the presence of MEF. Thus, the 1D ca-
ble was paced at the boundary, when MEF is off, using the
same pacing protocol described above but with BCL ¼
200 ms. If CB did not occur, the same operation was
repeated but every time, BCL was decreased 1 ms until
CB occurred. The CB was observed when BCL ¼
BCLthresMEFoff ¼ 177 ms, where BCLthresMEFoff is the small-
est BCL under which CB occurred for this model when
MEF was not present.

In the presence of MEF, the same steps were repeated for
three different settings of Es (namely Es ¼ 0, �10, and
�20 mV) of the Isac. For every setting of Es, different values
of Gs, between 0 and 100 mS=mF, were also considered. We
observed that only when Es ¼ 0 mVand for Gs > ¼ 80 mS=
mF, the threshold of CB was shifted 3 ms to higher BCLs;
this means that BCL ¼ BCLthresMEFon ¼ 180 ms, where
BCLthresMEFon is the smallest BCL under which CB occurred
when MEF was present. As shown in Fig. 12 Ab, CB
occurred when the wave front, marked by the red star, of
the 62nd stimulus (beat no. 62), initiated at time
t1 ¼ 19,060 ms, hits the tail of the preceding wave, causing
CB of the propagating AP. At steady state, a conduction of
the even beats can no longer be sustained (Fig. 12 Bb), and a
CB always occurred at the vicinity of the PS and, therefore,
was predisposed to a higher risk of arrhythmogenesis. These
results suggested that the value of parameter Es of the Isac
plays an important role in the conduction of AP that may
result in the transition from SDA to conduction failure.

The effect of Es on the variation of Isac, and consequently
on the AP CV, can be described as follows. In one direction,
changing Es can change the magnitude and sign (inward or
outward) of the Isac, which can have an effect on the APDs.
In the other direction, variations in the APDs can change the
l, and this, in turn, can modify the Isac. As an illustration, l,
Isac, and V were plotted simultaneously at intermediate
states (beat numbers 60 and 61 corresponding to BCL ¼
180 ms) for the cell located at 2 cm from the PS and for
Es ¼ 0 mV and Es ¼ �10 mV (left and right of Fig. 13,
respectively). As one can see, the variations of l are not
same. Therefore, the magnitudes and signs of Isac are also
not the same for these values. At beat number 60, the magni-
tude of the Isac, which is an inward current before the depo-
larization phase (to the left of Fig. 13; the case of
Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021 117



FIGURE 12 Spatiotemporal evolution of V when

MEF is off (a), and on (b), Isac (c), l (d) for

Es ¼ 0 ms and Gs ¼ 80 mS=mF for several beats at

intermediate states (A) and steady states (B), when

a 7-cm cable is paced at the boundary, starting at

BCL ¼ 400 ms, and decreased gradually to

BCL ¼ 180 ms. (Ab) The wave front (red star) of

the 62nd beat (beat no. 62) hits the refractory tail

of the preceding wave. (Bb) The waves of the even

paced beats collide with the preceding waves of

the odd beats at the vicinity of PS. To see this figure

in color, go online.
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Es ¼ 0 mV), is larger than the one shown at the right panel of
Fig. 13 (the case of Es ¼ �10 mV), and at early repolariza-
tion, Isac was an outward current and became an inward cur-
rent for the case of Es ¼ 0 mV, whereas for the case of
Es ¼ �10 mV, it became about zero. However, at beat num-
ber 61, and before the depolarization, Isac was zero for
Es ¼ 0 mV, whereas for Es ¼ �10 mV, it was not. On the
other hand, it was shown that the Isac magnitude, sign, and
timing play a significant role in the dispersion of repolariza-
tion via its influence on the CV dispersion.

The effect of Es on the dispersion of CVs for the 5th, 40th,
52nd, 60th, and 61st beats is illustrated in Fig. 14. As can be
118 Biophysical Journal 120, 109–121, January 5, 2021
seen in this figure, the CVs along the cable for the beat num-
ber five corresponding to BCL ¼ 390 ms (top left of
Fig. 14), the beat number 40 corresponding to BCL ¼
197 ms (top right of Fig. 14), and the beat number 52 corre-
sponding to BCL ¼ 185 ms (bottom left of Fig. 14) were
changed for Es ¼ 0 mV, when compared with
Es ¼ �10 mV. Large oscillations on the CV, when
Es ¼ 0 mV, Es ¼�10 mV, and Es ¼�20 mV, were observed
from the 61st beat corresponding to BCL ¼ 180 ms (bottom
right of Fig. 14), during which the CV for the case of
Es ¼ 0 mV was relatively increased, when compared to
Es ¼ �10 mV, leading to CB at the successive beats starting
FIGURE 13 Time evolution of V (bottom), Isac
(middle), and l (top) for the cell positioned 2 cm

from the PS for Gs ¼ 80 mS=mF and Es ¼ 0 mV

(left) and Es ¼ �10 mV (right) when a 7-cm cable

is paced at the boundary with BCL ¼ 400 ms and

decreased gradually to BCL¼ 180 ms. Only the cor-

responding V, Isac, and l for the beats 60 and 61 are

illustrated. To see this figure in color, go online.



FIGURE 14 CV vs X along a 7-cm cable when

MEF is off and MEF is on (with Gs ¼ 80 mS=mF

and for three different values of Es, which are 0,

�10, and �20 mV), calculated at beat numbers 5

(top left), 40 (top right), 52 (bottom left), 60 and

61 (bottom right). To see this figure in color, go on-

line.
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at beat number 62. However, for the case of Es ¼ �20 mV,
the CV was relatively decreased. These findings suggest that
myocardial stretch can increase the dispersion of CV, de-
pending on BCL, Gs, and Es of the SACs and that the in-
crease that was enhanced at short BCL altered direction of
wave propagation and increased occurrence of local CB.
CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the effects of MEF delivered via SACs on
the dynamics of alternans using a 1D biophysically
detailed electromechanical model of cardiac tissue. Numer-
ical simulations were performed for a range of pacing pe-
riods and for different values of the SACs’ conductances
and reversal potentials. We demonstrated that MEF at
high pacing rates is associated with an increased risk of ar-
rhythmogenesis because it can increase the dispersion of
repolarization and refractoriness via its influence on the
CV. In particular, we showed that MEF may increase
spatial dispersion of CV along the 1D tissue during alter-
nans and might facilitate the genesis of SDA and conduc-
tion failure, depending on the SACs’ reversal potentials
and conductances. For two-dimensional and three-dimen-
sional cardiac tissue, the SDA has been shown to induce
the formation of reentrant waves, and this may break
down further, leading to multiple wavelets corresponding
to the onset of lethal arrhythmias such as VF. Therefore,
studying the mechanisms underlying the transition from
SDA into a reentry wave due to MEF and how this further
evolves into lethal cardiac arrhythmias is of great interest
and may be addressed in future studies. It has been also
shown that hypothermia of short duration could annihilate
the spiral wave breakup (51). Therefore, studying the effect
of coupling MEF-heat on reentrant waves is also important.
This will be the subject of future work as well.
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